
Lecture 7: Observing Stars
Star Birth, Stellar Interiors, and Stellar 

Evolution
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!  What are they?
!  Massive gas bodies in space
!  Generates light by fusion
!  Defined by fusion at the core
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!  when you look at a 
group of  stars, do they 
all look the same? 
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!  Last week we looked at 
the properties of  the 
Sun

!  What are properties of  
stars that we can 
measure or use to 
describe the stars?

!  Your thoughts …

 

We will look at :
!  Colour and Spectral 

Type
!  Brightness and 

Luminosity
!  Temperature and Size
!  Mass and Age
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!  what causes colour variation in stars?
!  (hint we already studied this in light)

Recall …
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"Wiens law" by 4C - Own work, based on JPG version. Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-
Share Alike 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Wiens_law.svg#mediaviewer/File:Wiens_law.svg

!  Stars can be modelled as 
black bodies

!  peak of  radiation curve 
shifts with temperature by 
Wein’s Law:
"  λmax = (3 x 106 K nm)/T
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!  The color of  a star 
indicates its relative 
temperature – blue stars 
are hotter than red stars
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!  energy distribution over wavelengths
!  Stars generally have absorption spectrum

"  specific features depend on temperature
!  Sometimes used instead of  colour
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!  “an indicator of  a star’s temperature based on the 
appearance of  its spectrum lines”
"  each line is indicative of  a chemical element in the 

photosphere of  a star
"  the line strength indicates the abundance of  that element
"  the relative abundance of  specific elements varies with 

temperature 
!  specific features grouped into categories
!  The fundamental classes are, from hot to cool: O, B, 

A, F, G, K, and M. 
!  Also L, T, and Y which describe Brown Dwarfs
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!  Spectral classes subdivided by temperature and 
luminosity class

!  Numbers indicate relative temperature and Roman 
numerals luminosity class
"  A0 is hotter than A9
"  the Sun is G2V – Main sequence, with T~5800K
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!  Apparent Brightness
"  How bright a star seems to be
"  Also called intensity or flux of  light

!  Why do all stars not have the same brightness?
"  2 factors 

!  Distance
!  Luminosity
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!  Stars are different distances away from our solar 
system

!  These distances are very large
"  closest star:

• Proxima Centari
• 4.24 ly
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!  Several methods

!  Parallax
!  Standard candles
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!  Apparent shift of  a star relative to the background, due to 
observer’s motion

!  Large shift, close distance
!  Small shift, large distance
!  No shift, very large distance
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!  We need to discuss the how distance affects 
brightness first…
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!  We can describe how bright a star is by looking at 
its luminosity

!  luminosity - the amount of  energy radiated per 
second by a body 

!  units: 
" L ⊙ = “solar luminosity”
" 1 L ⊙ = 3.83 x 1026 watts 
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!  Apparent brightness and luminosity are related by 
the inverse square law:
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!  the apparent brightness of  a body decreases 
inversely as the square of  its distance 

"Inverse square law" by Borb - Own work. Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-
Share Alike 3.0-2.5-2.0-1.0 via Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Inverse_square_law.svg#mediaviewer/File:Inverse_square_law.svg
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!  If  you know its luminosity or you know how bright it would 
be if  it were close …

!  Observe how bright it appears to be
!  Relate that to how far away it is
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"G299-Remnants-SuperNova-Type1a-20150218" by NASA/CXC/U.Texas - http://www.nasa.gov/sites/
default/files/thumbnails/image/g299.jpg. Licensed under Public Domain via Commons - https://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:G299-Remnants-SuperNova-Type1a-20150218.jpg#/media/
File:G299-Remnants-SuperNova-Type1a-20150218.jpg

"Heic1323a" by from http://www.spacetelescope.org/images/heic1323a/ largehttp://
www.spacetelescope.org/news/heic1323/. Licensed under Public Domain via Wikipedia - 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Heic1323a.jpg#/media/File:Heic1323a.jpg



!  Brightness and Magnitude
"  Originally devised by Hipparchus
"  Divided stars into 6 classes

!  brightest – 1st class
!  dimmest – 6th class
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Modern Astronomers have improved on this system.



!  Refers to how bright the stars look
"  does not compensate for their distance from Earth
"  scale is defined such that two stars that differ by 5 

magnitudes have an intensity ratio of  exactly 100
!  Intensity is a measure of  the light energy from the star that 

hits 1 cm2 in 1 second.
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!  Brightness of  a star at some standard distance
"  taken to be 10pc
"  referred to as the intrinsic brightness of  the star
"  based only on the wavelength of  visible light
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m-Mv=-5+5log(d)
where m is apparent visual magnitude
Mv is absolute visual magnitude
and d is the distance to the star



!  why do stars have different luminosities?
!  depends on temperature 
!  depends on size
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!  depends on temperature 
at surface
"  hotter objects radiate 

more energy
"  cooler objects radiate 

less energy
!  temperature at surface, 

not core, is what matters
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!  depends on size, 
"  More area on larger 

objects
! more energy released

"  Less area on smaller 
objects
!  Less energy released

! units of  size R⊙ = “solar 
radius” 
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!  L = Luminosity

!  R = radius
!  T = temperature

!  R*2 -> L*4
!  T*2 -> L*16
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!  named after 2 astronomers
"  Hertzsprung
"  Russell

!  They wanted to find relationships to understand the 
star properties 

!  a graph of  star properties relating their temperature 
and luminosity 
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!  the amount of  energy radiated per second by a star
!  Plotted on vertical axis

"  Brightest at top
"  Dimmest at bottom
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!  Either temperature or colour
!  Plotted on horizontal axis:

"  Hottest (Bluest) at left
"  Coolest (Reddest) at right
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"Hertzsprung-Russel StarData" by ESO - http://www.eso.org/public/images/. Licensed under Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 via Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Hertzsprung-Russel_StarData.png#mediaviewer/File:Hertzsprung-Russel_StarData.png 31Elizabeth Charlton, 2016



!   the region in the H-R 
diagram in which most 
stars are located

!  Stretches from upper left 
to lower right

!  These are the “normal” 
stars
"  fusing hydrogen into 

helium in the core
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!  For a specific 
temperature there can 
be different luminosities
"  Normal, High, Low

!  They must have different 
radius
"  large radius, high 

luminosity
"  small radius, low 

luminosity
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!  stars of  large radius and 
thus large luminosity 

!  Red giants -> cool giant
!  Blue giant -> hot giant 
!  Supergiants -> very 

large radius and 
luminosity for the 
temperature
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!  stars of  very small radius 
and thus low luminosity

!  White dwarfs -> very 
hot dwarfs (still small 
and low luminosity)

!  Red dwarfs -> cool 
dwarfs
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!  Although stars are not “alive”, we use familiar terms 
to describe how they change over time …
"  Birth
"  Life
"  Death

!  Stellar Evolution
"  how stars change over time
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!  To understand the various stages, we need to look at 
the forces on a star

!  Three dominate forces
"  Gravity    inwards
"  Thermal pressure   outwards
"  Radiation pressure   outwards
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!  How do stars form?
"  Need material to form star – Molecular Clouds

!  (H and He gas)
"  Need some event to trigger formation

Antennae Galaxies Supernova 1994D in NGC  4526
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!  Can we watch a star form?
"  Takes millions of  years for 

whole process
"  We can observe stages of  star 

formation
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!  Start with giant cloud of  gas in space
!  Small clump forms,
!  Gravity kicks in and gas collapses around the clump

!  This growing clump of  gas called “protostar”
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Source: Spitzer Science Center: http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/ documents/compendium/galsci/)



!  Gravity initially dominates (collapse)
!  Thermal pressure starts to increase 

"  slows but doesn’t stop collapse
!  As collapse continues, heat increases

!  Until ….
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!  If  not much mass…
!  protostar collapses until the thermal pressure is 

enough to counteract gravity
!  Then collapse stops
!  Clump justs sits there and slowly cools off

!  Called Brown Dwarf, really failed protostar
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!  If  more mass,
!  Collapse continues until temperature and density is 

enough for fusion H->He to start

!  Once fusion starts, officially a “star”
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SOHO:NASA/ESA
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Source: Spitzer Science Center: http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/ documents/compendium/galsci/)



!  Gas in the galaxy should be gravitationally unstable, 
converting its mass into stars on a free-fall time scale.
"  Star formation rate should be 3x higher than what is 

observed

!  What can support clouds against gravity?
"  Thermal pressure
"  Turbulence (macroscopic internal motions)
"  Magnetic Pressure
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!  Magnetic Field Detections – OH absorption data at 
radio frequencies (1665 and 1667 MHz)
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!  The main star settles into equilibrium
"  Gravity vs pressures in balance

!  Surrounding gas has more radiation pressure 
outward than gravity inward
"  Surrounding gas driven off
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!  Rotating circumstellar 
disk surrounding a 
young star

!  Thought to evolve into 
planetary systems
"  Nebular Theory
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"HL Tau protoplanetary disk" by ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO) - http://www.eso.org/public/images/
eso1436a/ http://www.eso.org/public/archives/images/large/eso1436a.jpg. Licensed under Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 via Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:HL_Tau_protoplanetary_disk.jpg#mediaviewer/File:HL_Tau_protoplanetary_disk.jpg



!  consequence of  star formation
!  Solar System began as contracting cloud of  gas and 

dust 
"  flattened to rotating disk 
"  center of  cloud became the Sun
"  planets formed in the disk
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!  planet building
"  condensation sequence

!  inner planets formed where the temperature was high and 
only high density materials could form solids

!  outer planets formed beyond the “frost line.”  The cooler 
regions of  the nebula where icy, low-density materials could 
form solids.

"  accretion
!  dust grains grew via direct contact to planetesimals

!  several centimeters to a few kilometers in diameter
!  largest planetesimals accumulated into larger bodies
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!  luminous Sun
"  cleared the Solar System of  gas and dust via radiation 

pressure and solar wind
"  planet building brought to a halt
"  space debris swept up by a final accretion of  the planets
"  material ejected from Solar System by encounters with the 

planets (Gravity!)
!  planetary migration
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!  recall “Hot Jupiters”
!  Nice Model and Grand Tack Theory

"  giant planets’ orbits slowly changed in the early Solar System 
influenced by remaining planetesimals 

"  explains existence and position of  the Oort Cloud, Kuiper Belt, 
and scattered disk

"  triggered late heavy bombardment

!  Solar Nebula Theory – Uranus and Neptune are in the 
wrong place
"  formed closer to Jupiter and Saturn and migrated outward later
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"Lhborbits" by en:User:AstroMark - Own work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lhborbits.png#/
media/File:Lhborbits.png
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!  5th Giant Planet needed to fully explain the behavior 
of  the outer worlds

!  Outer planet migration through inner Solar System 
would have ejected terrestrial type planets

!  Nice model explains behavior of  outer Solar System 
bodies but not the inner Solar System bodies
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!  Some clouds start 
breaking into multiple 
protostars

!  Can form open or 
globular clusters

!  Open clusters can drift 
apart over time

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pleiades_large.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Pleiades_large.jpg

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:A_Swarm_of_Ancient_Stars_-
_GPN-2000-000930.jpg#mediaviewer/File:A_Swarm_of_Ancient_Stars_-_GPN-2000-000930.jpg
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!  “the time a star is fusing hydrogen into helium in its 
core”

!  stars spend most of  their time in this stage
!  main-sequence stars in equilibrium

"  Gravity vs pressures in balance
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!  amount of  time depends on mass
!  more massive stars

!  Higher temperature and pressure in core
!  Fusion reaction proceeds very rapidly
!  Short life span

!  low mass stars
!  Fusion proceeds very slowly 
!  Long life span
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!  Star like our Sun (1 M๏)
"  ~10 billion years

!  Higher mass star (2 M๏)
"  ~ 1 billion years

!  Very high mass star (30 M๏)
"  ~3 million years
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!  Heat/Energy Transfer in Stars
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By www.sun.org - http://www.sun.org/encyclopedia/stars, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://
commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=31093567



!  main-sequence lifetime -  
"  fusing hydrogen into helium in its core

!  Eventually runs out of  hydrogen in core
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